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ABSTRÀCT

A brief synopsis of recent analytic and experimental studies
is given. These recent studies lead to the follow ing
conclusions. Convective transfer of water vapor Ínto an attic
from the living space below often transports more moisture than
diffusive transfer through the ceiling construction. Large
quantities of moisture are stored in the roof sheathing during
cold winter periods and subsequently reLeased during warm spring
and summer periods. Solar loading during mild winter periods can
produce desorption of moisture from the sheathing.

In view of Èhe inherent protection against attÍc
condensation offered by moisture storage at wood surfaces' it is
1ikely that the curreñt practices of HUD and past practices of
ASHRAE for preventing condensation are adequate. [Ioweverr a
comprehensivè field survey Èo assess rigorously the adequacy of
these current and past practices is badly needed-

Mathematical models are needed to extend the results of
individual experiments to different attic configurations and
different outdóor clinates. Shis paper reviews the forrnulation
of nathematical relationships among physical parameters governing
moisture transfer within attics. In order to model completely all
moisture-transfer processes, further exPerinental measurements
are needed to quantity attic ventilation rates and convective air
flows into the attic from the house below. In addition to models
t,hat charac!erize attic moisture transfer over short time
períods¡ dynamic models for predicting seasonal variations in the
iroisture content of roof sheathing also need to be developed and
experimentally val idated.

I. INTRODUCTION

During the winter, the household activities of the occupants
in unhumidified homes release as much as 25 pounds of water vaPor
per day for average American t1l. Humidification of the indoor
èpace greatly adds to these numbers. A significant fraction of
tnis wãter vãpor is transported into the attic Principally bY
convective air penetration through the ceiling construction, and
a smaller amount by diffusion. Once waÈer vaPor is introduced
into an attic, unless it is properly ventilated to the outdoor
environment, it may be either adsorbed or condensed at the cold
roof sheathing. When attics in cold clirnates are closed off
(i.e., 1ittle or no ventilation is Provided) and extrenely large
quantities of water vaPor are introduced, it is possible for a
Ènicf layer of frost Èo build uP at the underside of a sloping
roof (as shown in Figure I).
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Figure I

During warm periods, this frost layer may melt and drip down
wetting the insulation on the attic floor. Water may penetrate
through lighÈ fixtures and stain the ceiling. [he sloping roof
may absorb moisture making it susceptible to fungus decay.
Depending upon the severity of the damage, it may eventually be
necessary to replace rotÈed portions of the roof. Although this
paper is primarily directed to houses with sloping roofs with anattic, many of these same moisture problems occur in houses withflat roofs often to greater severity.

2. SYNOPSIS OF RECENT FIELD STUDIES

In 1983' a field study Í,2) was conducted under the direcÈion
of David Earrje at Princeton University in which Èhe moisture
content of the roof sheathings of a house y¡as monitored over a
one-year period. this study found that the north sloping roof
adsorbed water vapor during cold winter periods and reached a
high moisture conÈent of 20t during mid-winter (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. seasonal variation in moísture conÈent of È,he roof
sheathing for a test house at princeton, NJ 12).

The roof sheathing desorbed moisture and the moisturecontent decreased to a Iow of 5t during the forlowing summer.The same cyclic behavior was found in the wood moisture 1evels ofthe south sloping, but here the maximum rnoisture levels reached
9l1y the 11t mark. The results indicated that solar hrarminglimiÈed Èhe noisture build-up in the south sloping roof. similaicyclic variations ín roof moisture content have been observed byother s [ 3* 4] .

fn a series of residential building studies conducted overthe past decade, Princeton university researchers havegonfistentry found the attic floor (ceiling of the ríving space)to be a prime location for convective air rnovement into theattic. some of the key air leakage sites are shown in Figure 3.

These siÈes of natÈic bypasses'overwhelm the diffusiontransfer mechanism when evaluating Èhe transfer of moisturethrougl ceiling construction. This is pointed out by DuÈt inRef. [5]. A significant fraction of the exfiltration ai] followsthis route to the attic. As the figure points out, interiorpartitions, areas above soffited ceilings, ê1ecÈrical, plumbing,
and heating-related breaks in the ceiliñg structure, aJ well ãs
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Figure 3. Common air exfiltration paths from the living space at
the portions of the house: (1) around flue and
plumbing stack, (2) Èhrough the insulation, (3) above
dropped ceilings, (4) around entries, (5) penetrations
in outer waI1s and eaves, (6) leakage up through
interior wal1s and electrical systems, and (7)
recessed lights.

any attic or hatch doorsr all play a'part in the moisture
transfer. If vte are dealing in houses with basementso moisture
sources are often located therer and the pathways for moist air
can then lead directly to the attic Ie.9., path (1)].

In a Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory study t4l carried out in
1983 by Peter Cleary' diurnal temperature variations in the roof
sheathing of a test house $¡ere found to adsorb moisture during
cold night periods and desorb moisture during warm day perÍods
(see Figure 4). These results illustrate the important role
played by diurnaL roof. temperature variations on the attic
moisture balance.

3. ¡4ATHEMÀTTCAL MODELS

The amount of attic ventilation recr.uired to prevent
condensat,ion (or frost) formation at the roof sheathing of
ventilated attics is a complex function of the house
constructionr including such factors as the air tightness and
water-vapor perneability of the ceiling construction, the thermal
resistance of the ceilingr âs well as the size and location of
the vents. 14oreover, the amount of attic ventilation needed is
also a function of the climate including such factors as: wind
speed; outdoor temperaturei solar radiation,. and aÍr moisture
content. These factors vary considerably with house construction
and geographic Iocation. Individual experiments have tended to
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Figure 4. Moisture flow out
house at Oroville,
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of the
cA t4l.

roof sheathing of a test

Íly"stigate the performance of attics over a narrow range ofclimatic conditions $¡hen compared to Èhe entire U. S. climate.Extrapolations to other cLimates and other attic configurationsare not possible without the formulation of mathematicalrelationships among the physical parameters that govern attic
performance.

A mathematical model for predicting the moisture transfer
Processes within an attic $/as developed by Doug Burch [6]. This
model was later improved to include adsorptíon,/desorption at woodsurfaces and was verified by way of corTrparison to a series of
experiments [Z]. In Èhis model, a moisture balance is performed
on an attic. The moisture gains to the attic including ãiffusive
and convective transfers through the ceiling construction are
equated to the moisture loss by ventilation and moisture storageat wood surfaces. This model is described beIow. A limitationof the nodel is that the moisÈure content of the roof sheathing
must be specified.

3.1 Moisture Storaqe at ffood Surfaces

vÍood surfaces in an attic are hygroscopic and possess
substantial storage capaciby to adsorb large quantities of water
vaPor during cold periods and to desorb this moisture during warmperiods. A boundary layer exists at wood surfaces in an attic.I{ater-vapor i s transporÈed across this boundary layer byconvection. Within the woodr rnoisture is !ransferred bydiffusion. The adsorption (or desorption) of moisture at a wooé
surface is snalL compared with the moisture storage capacity ofthe wood itself. As a result, the moisture content at a wood
surface is smaLl conpared with t,he moisture storage capacity of
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the wood itself. As a resulÈ, the moisture content at, a wood
surface changes slowly as a function of tíne. Over short time
periods (i.e., one week)r the moísture content at wood surfaces
usually may be treated as being constant L4r7l.

The rate of water-vapor adsorption (or desorption) is
governed by a convective mass-transfer coefficient for the water-
vapor bounäary layer adjacent to the wood surface. The laminar'
sublayer for this boundary layer may be assumed to be in a state
of moisture equilibrium with the wood surface t4l. The rate of
moisture adsorption or des.o.rption (Wwood) at a wood surface may
be predicted from the relation:

Wwood = Aw'h*'(("! - ü)vr) (1)

where

hw = convective mass-trançfer
surface I Lb./h'fE'¡

coefficient at wood

humidity raÈio of attic airr lb. moisture/Ib. dry air;

at, wood surface, 1b. moistur e/:--b. dryhunidity ratio
air; and

surface area of wood surfaces, ft 2

Qa

u*

Aw

The convective mass-transfer coefficient
from the well known Lewis relation:

-e
c

(hw) may be predicted

h

h''cp
where

Lewis number, dimensionless;

convective heat-transfer coefficient, Btu,/h'fÈ2'oF; an'3

specific heat of air, Btu/1b.'oF.

The humidiÈy ration (¿,L) at a wood surface may be predicted
from the equilibrium moistúre content data for wood contained in
The l{ood Handbook t8l providing that surface condensation or
frost is not present. Peter Cleary I4l has fit these data to the
following enpirical relation:

T s/x

¿,J!, = e (B + c'u + D'u2 + E'u3)

Le

hc

(2)

rvp -
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Ts = wood surface Èemperaturer oF;

U = moisture contenÈ of wood; and

A, B, C, D, E = êtnpirical consÈants.

various sensible heat.-transfer models t9-l2l have been
developed to predict the sunface temperature (T.). These nodels
have been verified in [13, 14]. Latent heaÈ'of vaporizaÈion
associaÈed with the adsorption, desorpÈion, or condensation
process has been shown to have a small effect on the surface
temperature 1,7 J.

!{ood surfaces in an attic will continue to adsorb moisture
until they reach moisture equilibrium with the attic air. Such a
condition frequently occurs at a wood moisture content of about
282 (by weight) tzl. This moisture contenÈ corresponds to the
fiber-saturation point for wood exposed to very cold temperatures
at saturated humidity conditions. After this point, condensation
will occurr pf,oviding Èhat the wood surface temperature is below
the dewpoint temperature of the attic air. When liquid water or
ice is present at a wood surface, the rate of moisÈure transfer
at the surface is governed by Eq. (1), except that w isdetermined from equilibrium data for water or ice instead of Ûood
[-3.] .

The existing sensible heat-transfer models for predicting
the roof sheathing temperature (T.) have been validated for
simple atÈic Aeometries that hrve nöt included convêctive heat
transfer from the living space into the attic. This convective
heat transf er has been shown to be irnportant [5], and it needs to
be incorporated into the existing sensible heat-transfer models.

3.2 Attic Ventilation
The rate of moisture loss

predicted from the relation:
by atÈic ventilation may be

WvenÈ = Iu'Vu?' ((tà 0o) (4)

where

cl attic ventilation rate, volu¡ne changes,/h;

volume of aÈtic, ft3;
density of air, Lb/fE3 ¡

humidity ratio of attic airr Ib moistur e/Lb dry air;
and

v

üJ

humidity ratio of outdoor airr 1b moisture,/Ib dry air.

a

?

a
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Hinrichs t15l has measured "effectiven attic ventilation rates
using a smoke technique for a test house fitted with various
ventilation systems and correlated the measurements with respect
to wind speed. The ventilation rate was determined by releasing
smoke and measuring the elapsed time for the smoke to clear. The
effective ventilation rate was computed as the ratio of the attic
volume to the elapsed time. Ford t3.l has pointed out that' since.
the decay of smokè within an attic is more closely approximated
as an exponentiaÌ decay process rather than a Piston flow Process
and the smoke clears afÈer approximately three time constanÈs, .

the effective ventilation rates measured by Hinr ichs are
approximately one-third of the actual rates.

A limited number of attic ventilation measurements using a
tracer-gas technique for various attic configurations are
reported in lZr 16l. A strong need exists Èo carry out a more
comprehensive series of tracer-gas measurements to determine
attic ventilation rates as a function of wind speed.

3.3 Ceilinq Diffusion

The rate of water-vaPor t,ransfer
through opaque ceiling construction may
lawr or

WAitt = A"'M"'(Pi

where

(vr
be

diffpred
) by diffusion
icted by Fickrs

(s)

(6)

P")

Ac = ceiling area, fE2¡

Mc = permeance of ceiling , i-b./h f t2in IIg;

Pi = indoor vapor Pressure, in. tlg; and

Pa = attic vapor Pressurer in Eg-

Permeance values for tYPical
predicted by equations given in
situations as permeance values
older houses is often unknown.

3.4 Convective Air Penetration

Convective air Penetration into
space below has been shown to be an
transferring water vaPor into the at.ti
vapor transf er (Vlconv)

ceiling consÈruction nay be
Ref. t171. Eoweverr such common
for multiple layers of Paint in

an attic from the li.ving
important mechanism for

c [5]. The rate of water-

w"onr, = v'(' (d1 - 0.)

rate of convective air penetration, fE3/hi

'ça,

where

v=

I



( = densit,y of airr Lb/ft3i

ú)i = humidity ratio of indoor air, Ib moistur e/Ib

úùa = humidity ratio of attic air, lb moisture,/Ib

Very 1itt1e information is available concerning representative
rates of convective air penetration in typical h-ousãs. part ofthis lack of daÈa is the problen of measurement. For the tracer-gas Eechnique, it is assumed that perfect mixing of the airwiÈhin a space occurs. 9¡ith high attic ventilation rates and
numerous exits, such a situation may not exist.
3.5 Moisture Balance

In performing a moisture balancer the sum of the rates ofwater-vapor transfer by diffusion and convective air penetrat.ion
through the ceiling construction are set equal to Cne l-oss ofmoisture by exchange of attic air with outdobr air and the loss(or-gain) of moisture by adsorption (or desorption) at woodsurfaces or:

A"'Þ1"'(Pi

ra va.e. (ôa

- ôu)
(Aà - (l.)* )

dry air; and

dry air.

(7t

This moisture-balance equation has been verified by a series
of experiments at the National Bureau of Standards in which asmall test house (see Figure 5) was exposed to steady and dynamicoutdoor Èemperature conditions in an environmenlal chãmber.
Measured and predicted results for a diurnal cycle test are
compared in Figure 6. NoÈe the good agreemenC between the
measured and predicted attic air dewpoint térnperature, thereby
supporting the validity of the moisture balance given by Eq. (7)-.

For the above analysis the moÍsture content of the roof
sheathing v/as specified. Mathematical models for predicting the
seasonal variations in moisture content of roof sheathing as afunction of Èime need to be developed. At the wood surfacã, the
convective mass transfer at the wood surface would be equated tothe diffusive transfer into the wood.

4 ADEQUACY OF CURRENT AND PAST PRACTICES FOR PREVENTING ATTIC
¡,lOISTURE PROBLEI{S

A prescribed amount of attic vent open area and a ceilingvaPor retarder are customarily prescribed to prevent attic
moisture problems. The following recommended past practices aregiven in the ASHRAE Handbook of Fundagenta.ts tfZl t attics shall
be ventilated with a net open area equal to 1,/300th of the atticfloor opening. rn addition, a ceiling vapor retarder sha11 beprovided in all U.S. geographic locations, except for thosegenerally defined as the mid-Atlantic, sun beltr and west coast
regions. A similar practice prescribing that the ventilation

9
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a!ea be 1/150th of the attj-c floor area is given in the EuDllinimum -Property sÈandards (Mps) tlgl. gerõ the prescribed
amount of attic v_ent open area may be reduced by a facËor of two,if a.Yapgr retarder is installed or at least 5O percent of theventilation area is provided in the upper region oi the attic andthe remainder is providecl at eaves oi-soffj.ts. The authors wouldlike to emphasize Èhat field stu
higher ventilation rates are acare located at different levels.
approxirnately 35 years ago, and
and knowledge of persons in the

The above recommended practices have generally proven t.o besuccessful it Pleventing attic moisture proolerns prìv1ded that annout-of-the-ordinary" sõurce of rnoisturd is not $resent. Such asource of moisture might be a bathroom exhausC fan, a clothesdryer vented into an ãttic, a defective flue pipe exhaustingcombustion products into an aÈtic t et a leaky roof. Even whenÈhe recommended practices are not followed, ã moisture problemdoes not always occur. For instancer Ref. [Z) cites moisture
measurements in an under ventilated attic wherJtfre wood moisturecycled seasonally from 408 in mid-winter to less than IOt in mid-summer. The 30-year-old wood sheathing showed no evidence offungus deterioration, however mold growtñ $ras very apparent. Ifthis roof had been constructed of plywood instead of vido¿, it mayhave delaninated under such moisturã cycles.

fn view of recent experirnental studies that have shown woodwithin attics Èo be capable of storing significanÈ amounts ofmoisture, thereby reducing the riteiihood of surfacecondensation, it_ would appear Lhat the recommended practices forcontrolling condensation are adequate. IIowever, á strong needexists to carry out a comprehensive fielcl survey on astat_istic_al1y significant sample of residences covering ã rangeof u.s. climates ín order to assess rigorousry the adéquacy õrthese recommended practices.

5. SUMMARY OF RESEARCH NEEDS

Existing maÈhematical rnodels need to be refined to predict
seasonal variations in moisture content of roof sheathing as afunction of time in order to permit individual exper-inentalstudies Èo be extended to other attic configurJtions anddifferent outdoor climates. Experimental measurernénts are neededin various house types to quantífy: convective air flows intoattics from the house below and attic ventilation rates. Thesemathematical models need Èo be verified through a series of field
experiments.

to
for

A comPrehensive field survey needs to be conducted in orderassess ¡igorously the adequacy of current and past practicescontrolling attic moisture problems.
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